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PROBLEM STATEMENT
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INTRODUCTION
"Then God said,

'Let the waters team with swarms of

living creatures, and let birds fly above the earth in the
open expanse of the heavens. 1 And God created the great
sea monsters, and every living creature that moves, with
which

the

waters

swarmed after

their

kind,

and

every

winged bird after its kind; and God saw that it was good.
And God blessed them, saying,

'Be fruitful and multiply,

and fill the waters in the seas, and let the birds multiply
on the earth. 1 Then God said,

'Let the earth bring forth

living creatures after their kind: cattle and creeping things
and beasts of the earth after their kind, ' and it was so.
And God made the beasts of the earth after their kind, and
every thing that creeps on the ground after its kind; and
God saw that it was good . . .

the fear of you and the ter-

ror of you shall be on every beast of the earth and on
every bird of the sky; with everything that creeps on the
ground, and all the fish of the sea, into your hand they
are given. " - Genesis 1: 20-25, 30.
With man's dominion over animals established from the
beginning, it is interesting to observe his fascination with
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and treatment of them, especially the "practice" of holding
them captive.
a

threat, a

Originally, animals were recognized as either
source of food,

or a

utility.

As time pro-

gressed, they became elements of cultural importance-sport,
entertainment, and symbols of sacred worship.

Large col-

lections of wild animals began to symbolize wealth and power
for royalty.
From the outset of time, mankind has carelessly been
destroying his God given natural environment and its wildlife.
to

This has resulted from (1) reduction of habitats due
industrial

growth,

(2)

excessive

hunting,

and

most

recently, (3) introduction of dangerous pesticides and chemicals into the environment.

As a consequence, a significant

number of animals have become extinct and many more are
now considered endangered species.

The old concept of the

zoo misplaced animals in horrible, barred environments not
conducive to the propagation of species; animals were simply for

show.

The

modern zoological

garden stands

in

direct contrast - its focus is preservation of plant and animal life in environments as close to the original habitat as
possible, while providing a positive interraction between the

3

animals and their observers through new technologies which
more fully involve the people with the animal and its setting.

The contemporary

provided a

zoological garden

has not

only

better setting for animals and the observing

public, but has also made valuable contributions to education, research, and conservation.

£1
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Riverbanks Zoo of Columbia, South Carolina demonstrates some of the most modern, efficient, conservation
and exhibition techniques.

The

zoo

currently needs

to

expand in size and scope to establish itself as a complete,
cohesive

zoological

garden.

A

comprehensive

masterplan

providing for logical growth over the next 15-20 years is
the

initial step

in this

proposed

expansion which

could ·

result in Riverbanks Zoo becoming a pre-eminent facility of
. its type, as well · as a major attraction for South Carolina
and adjoining states.
At a time when our environment has been neglected
and abused, this project represents an opportunity to better understand the complex aspects of the animal kingdom
and contribute to the current efforts of preservation and
public awareness.

The zoological garden provides a unique

recreational experience

as

well as

an

important

cultural

institution that immerses people into "new environments".
My terminal project shall consist of establishing a future for
Riverbanks Zoo and to develop an architectural representation of appropriate areas.

I am honored to present this

5

project
Carolina"

"A

Complete

Zoological

Environment

For

South

as partial fulfillment of requirements for the Mas-

ter's Degree in Architecture.

G

THE ANCIENT WORLD
The earliest account of intervention on behalf of animals can be found in the book of Genesis.

The seventh

and eighth chapters describe how pairs of every living creature were saved from the flood by being placed on Noah's

ark.

Our current attitudes toward animals can be attrib-

uted to previous animal functions, associations, and images.
From the earliest times, animals have played a significant
role in the history and development of mankind.

Initially

they were a threat to life but also a source of food and
clothing.

With the development of agricultural communities,

certain types were domesticated for this purpose and to
serve as working animals.
value,

animals

became

In addition to their utilitarian

culturally

important.

They

were

used as sources for entertainment and sport, and, in many
cases, a

large collection

of "pets"

symbolized wealth

and

power, as with King Solomon, who had one of the earliest
zoological gardens.
The fascination for animals as characters of fairy tales
and folk

stories,

throughout history.

clearly

shows their cultural importance

The first known example of a zoologi-
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cal park occurred under Shulgi, king of the Third Dynasty
of Ur(2130 -

2030 B.C.),

in Mesopatamia.

Animals were

gathered during trading excursions to Africa and India and
brought to the royal collection located on the Euphrates
River.

Other early examples are as follows:

Assyria
During his reign (1114-1074 B.C.), King Tiglathpileser
established many zoos with exotic animals he captured while
on world expeditions.
zoos

as well,

Succeeding kings established their

and the

Assyrian subjects

were not

only

required to visit them but frequently had to go out and
catch the wild animals themselves!

Egypt and China
During the second and third centuries B. C. , Egyptians

continued

the

practice

of

occurred in the days of Moses;

worshipping

that

they regarded bulls and

felines as symbols of sacred worship.
along with those of China,

idols

The rulers of Egypt,

k e pt captive animals in zoos.

Queen Hatsheptsut created a royal managerie with the wild
animals she collected from Africa .

Woo Wang, emperor of

8

the Chow Dynasty, began a long tradition of animal gardens
in China.
GREECE AND ROME
Zoology was taken seriously by the Greeks.

Alexander

the Great (384-322 B. C.) was the first ruler in history to
take a scientific attitude towards animals.
lished an
first,

approach towards

show second. 11

Aristotle,

Aristotle estab-

animals which

said:

11

study

After the deaths of Alexander and

zoos reverted back to their entertainment role

with only a minor degree of experimentation and study continuing.

It was at this time that King Ptolemy I of Egypt,

one of Alexander's generals, established a zoo which purportedly held more animals than in any zoo today.
Rome
The Roman emperors continued the tradition of using
animals as a display of wealth and power.

Cheetahs on

long chains were commonly used for hunting. The emperor
Nero's pet tigress, Phoebe, sat at the table with him and at
his request would attack guests that made the ruler angry.
Captive lions and elephants

were considered evidence of

9

strength and the ability to command.

An official duty of

Roman governors was to collect and send wild animals from
native habitats to Rome .
two different

By the 1st century before Christ

attitudes toward the

collection and

use of

these exotic beasts developed.
Certain members of the Roman nobility developed private zoos of
introduced.

excellent quality.

The "open-air"

zoo was

Marcus Varro developed the first walk-through

bird aviary almost 2000 years ago!

These and other cases

indicated that the Romans had an excellent awareness of the
needs of animals in captivity.
Marcus Varro

Ceasar

Augustus developed

However, at the same time

a large

simply to slaughter for entertainment.

collection of

animals

During a 100 d ay

celebration for the opening of the Colosseum, the emporer
Titus had over 9000 animals put to death!

This horrible

practice continued and spread throughout the Roman Empire
until its eventual fall.

THE MIDDLE AGES
The decline of Greek and Roman civilizations resulted
in a loss of interest in zoology.

During this period there

was a drastic decline in zoological interest and the only
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significant exception was during the rule of Charlemagne,
who established three menageries during the 8th century.
Over the next few centuries, animals were seen only in
traveling menageries, which were strictly conunercial enterprises with little regard for the welfare of animals.

In

England, the practice of keeping wild animals was continued
by William the Conqueror, Henry I, and Henry III,
established a large zoo at the Tower of London in 1252.

who
In

the thirteenth century Kublai Kahn established the world's
largest zoological garden in Peking.

In 1519, the Spanish

explorer, Hernandez Cortes discovered Montazuma's gigantic
menagerie

in

Mexico.

Kept

among

lavish

gardens,

it

required hundreds of workers and keepers.

Rennaissance and Beyond
With the

growth of economic and

intellectual wealth

that occurred during the Rennaissance,

coupled with the

increase of global explorations, interest in zoological gardens and royal menageries was revitalized.

This led to the

development of numerous zoos which by the 18th century
had

reached a

level equal to

those of the Greeks

Romans during pre - Christian times.

and

In Italy, the Medici of
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Florence worked hard to extablish a menagerie as the cultural pride of the city .
for study,

Since the animals were available

many artists and sculptors meticulousy repre-

sented them.

A number

of excellent

zoos developed

in

France: two of the better known were the one developed in
the

Louvre

by

Charles

IX

in

1570,

which

was

later

destroyed by Henry III, and that at Versailles begun by
Louis XIV and lasting to the French Revolution.
The men99e,ie It the ChltHU de v.....MI..

The Suri

King used vegetation artfully to conceal the ugly bars and
cages and concentrated all the exhibits in a

small area.

During the revolution most of the animals were eaten.
Europe's first public zoo, the Jardin des Plantes, was
established in Paris in 1626.
plants

and animals,

In addition to the display of

entertainment was

shows, concerts, and musical displays.
lic

zoo

still

in

existence

today

pr<:>vided by

side

Another early pubis

the

garden

at

Schronbrunn, Austria, started by Empress Maria Theresa in
1752.

Animals at this time were displayed in situations best

suited for viewing by spectators often with little concern
for the conditions of the animals.
The Jardin des Plantes in Paris. established in 1626

European zoos of the period commonly represented the
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history

and

country

of

origin

of

the

animals

and

consequently the zoo architecture of the 1800 1s was generally

very

imaginative in

terms

of

display,

but

regard to the biological concerns of the animals.

poor

in

In 1826,

Sir Stamford Raffles formed the London Zoological Society
whose aim was "to encourage the study of zoology and animal physiology, to introduce new and curious objects of the
animal kingdom into England ... 111 This led to the development of the London Zoo, located in Regent's Park.

This

zoo and the accompanying Whipsnade Zoo, which provided a
country setting for recuperating
successes
planning

and

have

concepts,

subsequently
display

animals,
served

methods,

were inunediate
as

animal

models

for

care,

and

research.

19TH AND 20TH CENTURY
The major problem of the European zoo was that the
animals only survived a few years.

Significant develop -

ments in zoological concepts resulted from the . work of the
Hagenbecks in Germany

in the late 19th

century.

Carl

Hagen beck was an animal collector. In his zoo in Stellingen,
Germany, he demonstrated his innovative theories on animal
The London

Zoo
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keeping,

breeding,

training

and exhibition

that

he

had

developed from research and experience as an animal trainer
and collecter working for his father.
"I desired above all things to give the animals the
maximum of liberty.

I wished to exhibit them not as

captives, confined within narrow spaces, and looked at
within bars, but as free to wander from place to place
within as large limits as possible . . . I wished my new
park to be a great and enduring exhibit of the hen efits which can be wrought by giving the animals as
Hagenbeck

much freedom and placing them in as natural an environment as possible.

A certain point must be fixed in

the garden from which might be seen every kind of
animal moving about in apparent freedom and in an
environment which bore close resemblance to its own
native haunts. "

2

Working with a Swiss architect, Hagenbeck created the
first barless zoo in 1907 in Hamburg. It was designed with
mountains, lakes, and many other artificial landscapes.

It

also made use of a system of moats hidden by vegetation
and land forms to create a natural yet secure separation
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between the public and the animals.

This zoo turned out to

be of considerable importance in the subsequent development of zoological parks of the 20th-century.
The first

zoo founded in the United States was the

Phladelphia Zoo founded in 187 4.

It had a broad selection

of animals and its organization followed the systematic and
popular concepts of zoo design.

The second major zoo in

America was the National Zoological Park designed in 1888 in
Washington, D. C.

The New York Zoological Society opened

the Bronx Zoo in 1899.
this facility a

A recent rehabilitation has made

leader in modern zoo layouts with animals

situated in large,

natural open spaces according to their

continental grouping.
Among contemporary zoos in the United States, probably the most important and influential would be the San
Diego Zoo,

developed in 1972. It has become one of the

largest collections of animals in the world. . Its planning
concept was to focus on the conservation of both plants and
animals existing together in open air environments.
Many zoos have recently undergone programs of rehabilition and redevelopment to meet the demands for effective
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preservation of the rapidly depleting animal kingdom.

This

involves

each

meeting

specific

habitat

requirements

animal requires for effective survival.

that

The Milwaukee Zoo

undertook a complete redevelopment which closely followed
Carl Hagenbeck's original concepts including artificial rockwork and mountains, and invisible moats .
"Both the concept and the structure of the zoological
garden are under constant change, and existing conditions
can become rapidly outmoded as knowledge increases.

The

arts and techniques included in maintaining and exhibiting
wild animals are undergoing increasingly rapid development,
but what is unchangeable is the universal appeal of being
able to observe the animals of the skies, the e.a rth, and the
seas . "

3

THE CONTEMPORARY ZOO
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THEMES AND TYPES
"The physical implementation of zoological philosophies
and concepts begins first with the planning and arrangements of exhibit themes".

1

Although most zoos have

not

initially been developed along a definite theme but rather as
a result of immediate circumstances,
as

one of

the

following display

zoos may be classified

types

according to

the

I

nature of its exhibits:

systematic, popular, habitat, beha-

viorial, zoogeographic,

zoo- botanic, or some combination of

these.

Popular
The majority of zoos today, especially small zoos, use
Rhino

Giraffe

the popular theme to some extent.

This arrangement was

developed in Europe and displays those animals that are of
Tigers

greatest interest to the public,
keys,

bears, lions,

such as elephants,

sea lions, etc.

mon-

Another example of a

"popular" display is one that caters to particular audiences
Flamingos

Monkeys

such as a childrens' zoo,

storybook zoo, etc .

is Boston's Franklin Park Zoo .

An example

17
Systematic
The most common method of organization used among
Bears

Fishes
the early menageries,
systematic.

Birds

birds,

especially those

in Europe,

Animals of the same type or group,

cats,

bears,

etc.

are

is the
such as

exhibited together.

This

approach provides the opportunity to compare and contrast

Reptiles

different species of a particular animal group.

However, it

Cats
has a disadvantage in that visitors can easily lose interest
due to the monotony incurred by observing so many animals
of a similar type. A systematic organization is used in the
Philadelphia Zoo and the Primate House of the San Francisco

Zoo.

Habitat
Habitat exhibitions group animals according to similar

Mountain
Polar

natural living environments such as grasslands,
deserts, etc.

swamps,

This arrangement creates the opportunity for

large and more authentic animal groupings.

There is enor-

Desert
mous

potential

technique

Swamp

as

for
animals

educational
of

experience

different

species

through
are

this

exhibited

Grassland
together in

relationships similar to those

which normally

occur in their native environment. The authenticity of these

18

environments are normally limited by the compatibility of the
animals involved. Habitat examples include Whipsnade Park
outside London and the Topeka Zoo Rain Forest.

Behavioral
Swimming

This

Burrowing

concept

groups

behavioral characteristics,

Flying

bing,

etc.

according

to

common

such as flying, swimming,

Consequently,

considerable research
Nocturnal

animals

this type

of exhibit

and development and for

clim-

requires
the most

part this method is not commonly used except in the case of
nocturnal exhibits.

An example of this is The Bronx Zoo's

Aborreal
"World of Darkness" exhibit.

l9

Zoogeographic
Australia

A zoo organization technique that is commonly used
today is the zoogeographic which organizes animals according

to

their

geographic

origins:

North

America,

Asia,

Africa, etc. It is not limited to categorization by continent,

Africa

but can also be applied to regional levels.
Asia

Europe

An advantage of

this approach is the ability to develop imaginative exhibits
that are more representative of the animals' natural settings.

It also sets up continental and regional comparisons

of plants and animals . One of the disadvantages of zoogeographic is that the separation of similar species of animals
makes common service less efficient.

The large amount of

space devoted to the animals also creates the potential for
viewer boredom.

This approach is incorporated in the Min-

nesota Zoo, the San Diego Zoo, and the North Carolina Zoo.

Combinations
Popular,

systematic,

organization have

and

zoogeographic

many common roots

effectively combined together.

systems

and may

of

be quite

"The utilization of various

theme combinations has the advantage of presenting visitors
with a variety of interest

appeals and reducing the possi-

20
bility of exhibit monotony".

2

Examples of combination zoos

are the Milwaukee Zoo . and the Riverbanks Zoo.

21

CURRENT PURPOSES
It is important to realize the cultural value of the wild
animal.

It is part of our heritage to which the whole of

mankind and

future

generations

have a

legitimate claim.

The goal of the modern zoological garden is to provide society with a

sound understanding and appreciation of the

entire biological environment.
In response to

urbanization and increased isolation of

people from nature, there has been a significant increase in
attendance to zoos,

which "far exceeds attendance at all

other recreative and cultur~l activities. 113 This "hunger for
nature"

in overpopulated areas

has encouraged people to

turn to the modern zoo, which also offers cultural enrichment,

popular

entertainment,

recreational benefits.

However,

scientific/educational,

and

zoos are haunted by the

poor image associated with menageries at local fairs and lack
of concern by many zoos for the "specimens II on display.
Many zoos today still provide visitors with little more than a
circus atmosphere, as opposed to an informative,
tive, and recreational experience.

instruc-

22

Purposes
A look at the zoological garden of today reveals five
basic purposes:
1. To provide recreation and entertainment - it is a
place to have fun within a setting that offers a variety of
recreational activities.
2. To develop an- appreciation for the whole of nature
as

well as

for

animals.

Emphasis

on

aesthetics

should

result in a living garden of beautifully exhibited areas.
3. To provide education about animals and their habitats.

Exhibits

should

provide

explaining animal behavior, habitats,

accurate
etc.

information

Zoos offer the

unique opportunity to combine educational and recreational
activities.
4. To conduct research related to animal science and
behavior.

The role of research is currently the weakest.

While zoos provide an incredible resource for investigation,
few employ an active research program ( exceptions being
the

Bronx Zoo and the

London Zoo) .

Research of this

nature can provide invaluable information related to animal
science and behavior.

23

5. To take an active role in conservation practices is
the most important role of a zoo, especially in reference to
the

propogation

of

endangered

species.

A

zoo

that

is

active and effective in its conservational practices should
reintroduce species into the natural environment.

Justification
Certain factions of society "regard even the best zoological park as the worst kind of prison and plead for the
liberty of the animals. 11

4

They tend to

II

ignore the fact that

zoo animals live an average longer life, that their illnesses
are treated scientifically, and that old animals which could
not compete in the wild are cared for and protected . 115 Protection of animals,

particularly

endangered species,

from

the perils of nature is one sound justification for the zoological garden.

Another is that the zoo can be a center of

popular education about animals and nature . Zoos are also
actively involved in zoological research related to wildlife.
These are but three reasons

for the existence of zoos.

Any one of them would be a justification in itself.

2 4.

.,,.--.---

Vital Relationships
The public is "of supreme importance;
the animals they

together with

are the primary consideration.

It can

therefore be said; there would be no point in having a zoo
with the exception of an establishment for pure research
which failed to take the public into account. 116 The zoological environment must be well suited for both people and
animals.

The care of wild animals in captivity must have

first priority yet it is possible to have zoo arrangements
which are well suited to both animals and humans.
Although it is natural to give first consideration to the
protection of humans from animals, the reverse is probably
more important.
table

than

Animals are more controllable and predic-

humans.

Although

the

positive

aspect

of

introducing people to animal environments far outweighs the
negative, there always exists a minority of people who are a
threat to the animals' well being.

Serious desjgn considera-

tion must be given to this fact of human nature.
Zoological parks operate on multiple levels of interest
and involvement, offering a variety of sources of entertainment,

amusement,

natural appreciation,

and

cultural and

25
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However, the major justification for

wild animals in a captive environment are conservation and
preservation.

This need is especially

felt in a

growing

urban society I
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USER ANALYSIS
Zoos and aquariums across the country are conducting
studies to pinpoint the motivations, likes, and behavior of
visitors.

The profile of an

average zoo goer reveals a

higher level of education and

income, and a younger aver-

age

age than

non-zoo

goers.

There

appear

to be

two

common motivations among zoo goers: a strong affection for
wildlife and a feeling that a visit to the zoo is a popular,
social · thing to do.

Most visitors display an interest and

curiosity about animals and generally indicate that they are
satisfied with the visit.

The main motivation other than

"love for animals" for zoo attendance is "thrill seeking. 117
Behavior analysis reveals the need for points of climax
due to the casual relaxed nature of the activity.

The uni-

que opportunity with zoological environments is that people
can and will linger for periods of time to watch behavioral
and activity changes.

The goal is to intrigue the visitors

and stimulate interest. Zoo visitors expect to see collections
with cultural, aesthetic, and biological significance.
also are attracted to the unusual, the exotic,
and the most dangerous exhibits.

They

the largest,

The average

zoo visit
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lasts two to three hours.
The design of zoo exhibits should incorporate techniques that respond to the desires on the part of the public.
One approach is dramatization of the exhibits and animals
on display, and developing an interesting variety of exhibits.

Another

effective

technique

is

to

organize

components into logical . and motivating sequences.

the

The best

sequences have periodic points of climax such as large,
dangerous animals, large volumed exhibits, or walk through
exhibits.

Also, developing major vistas which show a vari -

ety of animals at one time is another approach.
informative signs with good graphics are essential.

Finally,

28

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR

Positive progress has taken place in the methods of
exhibiting animals especially since the early zoos where animals

were

playthings

of monarchs

recreational menageries.
in buildings

or

solitary

pieces

of

Until recently, animals were kept

designed for

people and

even antiseptically

clean "bathroom settings" were considered the best method
of

exhibition

without

regard

to

the

animals'

behavioral

requirements.
Beginning with Carl Hagenbeck in Germany, "European
zoos have pioneered in a new philosophy that veers sharply
away from the menagerie concept and seeks to educate people

as

to

environment.

how

animals

function

within

their

natural

American zoos are now picking up on this

concept and carrying it as far as finances permit. "

8

The foundation for all zoo exhibit design is a clear
understanding of animal behavior.

Human perceptions that

animals are captive and prevented from gaining their freedom disregards the realities of animal behavior.
Space requirements for animals in captivity do not differ

from

those

in

the

wild.

Animals

remain

within

a

29

territory

specified

· during

a

lifetime,

misconception is that they are "free to roam.
implied

territorial

enough

to

physical,

carry

confinement
all

whereas
11

There is an

encompassing

life-supporting

the

only

functions.

area

Whether

psychological, or social in nature, these territo-

ries are marked and defended.

Animals "will not fight for

space they cannot use and do not require. 119 "The natural
need for movement,

except for a

very few species,

been found to be unexpectedly small.
Barriers
nantly

and

between

safety zones

similar

unrelated species.

species

11

has

10

are

established

or

as

defenses

predomiagainst

Spatial needs are based on food acquisi-

tion and consumption as well as self maintainment.
needs are cared for,

less

If these

spatial movement is required.

Therefore, emphasis should be on quality of space and not
quantity.

Quality is achieved through proper understand-

ing and use of all the biological factors that _determine the
animals' psychological and physical welfare:
terns,

social

relationships,

patterns, and habitability.

activity

territorial pat -

patterns,

feeding

As long as these needs are sat -

isfied, animals will function and propagate as they would in
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the wild.
Territorial patterns involving movement sequences are
a major part of an animal's biological patterns .
obvious

sequence

is

the

transition

from

its

The most
"home"

to

another location within its territory and then back again.

~ -~·.:-: ·

~
'· ·· .
~~-

[{-i!>~ \ ,;,___

This relationship must be recreated in the most natural way

~:!.

within captivity.

~~-:#.~·

:;~ .;,~ ?'.. ,:.~

~ ~ - --

·, :

i..

.

Territorial definition is achieved in the

wild essentially through olfactory means (excretement, urination) and this must be maintained to insure animal health.
The other means of definition is acoustical (yells,

strange

noises, etc . )
Social relationships of animals consist of the relationships of animal to man, species to like species, and species
to different species.
the universal enemy, "

Since man is "virtually regarded as
11

animals require a

psychologically

safe distance from him as with other enemies , known as
flight reaction and although adaptations and adjustments to
captivity over time somewhat reduce flight reaction and distances, this space must be provided.
Different roles exist in the wild among the various
animals and can be labeled as either compatible or incompat -
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ible.

There

is

more

incompatibility

species than within a particular species.
social rank differences,

~~;~

;-_·- ::_~ ~-~:~-~-~~:~i=~::-i:=::!

between

Within like species

that is superiority or inferiority,

are determined by sex characteristics and established by
territorial or psychological confrontations.
ent

species

relationship,

incompatibility

results

biological ranking,

and difference of activity.

""!:C: -

- -·¥ -- --··. -~_-... _.. .· . ~--~
::...

~

from

Between differpredator-prey,

difference of appearance,

Compatible roles among animals

enable · members of different species
-

different

to coexist,

in many

cases supporting one another's survival.
"Social behavior of a captive animal is identical to that
of the free one, "
problem

in

12

if the environments are similar.

inadequately

designed

environments

is

The
that

reductions of space intensify social encounters in terms of
activity and contact.

-~ ~, -

.....

~.,,

a

result

of

Antisocial behavior is exaggerated as

overcrowding and

excess

Without adequate flight distances,
survive," as it is in the wild.
be avoided.

spatial limitations.

only "the strongest will

Isolating animals should also

"The fundamental importance for every species

~

1c.·

r~_.;..,..
_..a»)
..... . . bb
.

t:-- · -

!~ !'

wr
••,~•••,•
a .
._.

-

of animal in captivity is to be kept in natural family groups

, r ·

....

·~ ~ ·~ ~

or in larger social groups .

1113
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Activity Patterns consisting of ceremonial flights
mating,

playing, .exercise and survival are common in the

"It is

wild.

for

not confinement that punishes

the animals'

psyche, it is the artificial limitations placed on their activity,"

which

include

psychological

through varied experience,
response.

1114

substitute
being.

and

development,

learning

testing of alertness and

Therefore it is important to either allow for or

the

activities

necessary

for

the

animals'

well

Biological substitutes for natural conditions are not

unnatural but rather have been proven to be sensible recreations of activity that occurs in the wild.

15

Feeding Patterns vary considerably in animals according

to

types

and

methods

of

feeding,

required

diets,

psychological conditions which include identity of feeding

areas and flight distances, social groups and separation of
species during feeding .
Habitability involves biological requirements related to
everything
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that

enriches

the

animals

life .

appropriate vegetation and plant material,
ings,

etc. ,

appropriate

food

and

water,

It

includes:

ground

cover-

climbing

and

nesting facilities, playthings, etc ., sharpening and rubbing
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surfaces,

camouflage,

and

shaded

special environments such as

areas.

In some cases

swinuning areas,

mud pits,

rolling pits, and controlled climates will be required.

FUTURE TRENDS
"Zoos and wildernesses are becoming more and more

alike: zoos are striving to emulate aspects of natural habitats and foster the conditions for natural behaviors, while
wildernesses are being divided up and turned into islands
where increasingly sophisticated management practices are
required. 1116 Zoos have become producers instead of

con-

sumers of animals over the last 30 years due to the rapid

.

decline of wildlife and wildlife environments.

The continued

survival of wild species depend to a great extent on effective propagation in zoos.
Methods of

conservation must respond to

grouping of the species.

the

social

The number of animals per spec-

ies group should be large with provisions for the kind of
species interaction that
important

to have

occurs in the wild.

strong,

quality

It is more

groupings of

selected

species for breeding and research purposes than a
variety of species with weak representation.

wide

Education of

34

the public is essential to animal survival and this is another
role of the zoo.

Visitors to a zoo who have been educated

with the zoo's conservation programs will be motivated to
help solve the problem of endangered wildlife .

However , if

the zoo itself leaves a negative impression of animal care,
this effect will be negated.

Zoos often cooperate with other

institutions such as colleges and universities in developing
regional awareness centers. Examples of successful preser-

,-

--:. "' . ,

vation of endangered species include the Pere David's deer,
European bison, and Prezwalski's horse.
Another trend in zoological gardens is the creat ion of
natural habitats within controlled environmental structures.
In addition to the endangering of many wildlife species, the
living environments of this species are also being depleted.
Natural habitats are a designed synthesis of. a particular
wildlife habitat or region which immerses the visitor into the
"animal's

territory"

and

consequently

provides

appreciation and understanding of the species.

a

better

"The edu -

cational impact of an exhibit in which a visitor can observe
the natural responses and reactions of animals within their
environments far exceeds narratives that require people to

3S

J

...

imagine the animal's behavior in its natural habitat.
A typical

approach is to represent

1117

a zoogeographic

environment filled with vegetation and the other elements
from the animals' homelands within an enclosure that maintains the correct climate conditions.

Habits have proven

successful in preventing diseases common to zoo location,
controlling

and

dispersing

odors,

controlling

of

animal

behavior, and sustaining a healthier living collection of animals.

"Habitat simulation more than any other factor will

be the key to the validity of any zoo experience. 1118 This
method provides an excellent opportunity to develop unique
themes of presentation, to plan exhibits around a particular
biome, to accomodate wide varieties of species with different
characteristics, and give visitors the freedom to meander
through an environment filled with "free" animals.

36

A large sampling of zoological gardens throughout the world
has provided a thorough understanding of current ideas in
zoo planning and design of particular components.

The fol-

lowing zoos, some of which were previously mentioned, have
contributed to my design process.

37

LONDON ZOO

Regent's Park, London, England
In addition to breaking from the old menagerie system,
the London Zoo was a planning prototype for small European
zoos.

The popular concept of organization was followed to

create the most exciting zoo possible within Regent's Park's
36 acres . In addition, a significant impact has been made on
the development of imaginative zoo architecture by a few of
the zoo's animal buildings .

For example, clustering of large

scale forms of the Elephant Pavilion attempts to visually
s uggest a group of elephants at a watering place .

The

interior creates the impression that the animals are standing
in bright, top-lit clearings of a forest .
Set up in the country as a contrast to the tight and
busy popular zoo,

Whipsnade Zoo provided relief with a

series of open air natural habitats.
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PHILADELPHIA

.!

Zoo
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Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

The earliest zoo in the United States folJo'IVed the PopuJar
•nd •YstematJc
.rnately
45 acres. themes of organization coverJng •Ppro'<J-

e'<hlbJts

•re

The PhJ!adelphJa Zoo's 'IVlde -varJety of
connected by loops of cJrcuia lion .
T'IVo

entrances located at corners of the maJor loop Provide
Points of orJentatJon •nd gatherJng for the "Visitors.

,,,..;;;
•·u.~~
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r
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MILWAUKEE ZOO

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
A complete redevelopment in 1958 of the Milwaukee Zoo
closely followed Carl Hagenbeck's original concepts including
artificial rockwork,

mountains,

and invisible moats .

The

zoo layout follows the combination of popular and zoogeograhpic themes.

Most of the animals are kept . in continental

groupings and several exhibits of popular animals are added
· to prevent monotony .

The common public facilities are clus-

tered together at the entrance .

41
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BOSTON'S FRANKLIN PARK ZOO

\~
. -\

Boston, Massachusetts
A master plan proposal for redevelopment of this small
urban zoo contributes a strong idea to zoo design: a multilevel linear spine for people intersecting the many different
animal habitats.

The summer and winter concourse becomes

a strong organizing circulation element that is crisscrossed
', <f:.J:"·/

by a series of open walkways.

The zoo is popular in con -

cept and each habitat contains large, active social groups of
animals.

,-12

NORTH CAROLINA ZOOLOGICAL PARK

Asheboro, North Carolina
Master plan - The North Carolina Zoological Park concept involves subdividing the 1,371 acres of land into seven
zoogeographic regions of the world:
America,
Seas.

Europe,

Asia ,

Africa,

North America, South

Australia,

and World

of

Clusters of open air habitats which represent differ-

ent ecosystems make up each region.
African Pavilion - This exhibit is a 53,000 square foot
climate controlled facility for 200 animals,
and fish.

birds,

reptiles,

A visitor ramps down through 22 different habi-

tats which simulate the actual environments of each species.
This is an example of one of the most modern display tech niques used in zoos today.
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MINNESOTA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN

Minneapolis, Minnesota
The Minnesota Exhibit is a representation of plants and
animals native to the state of Minnesota.

It is within a

controlled environment structure that also allows people to
circulate through a tropical rain forest full of birds and
mammals of the orient.

This exhibit ecosphere is also part

of the main entry complex which contains restaurants, tickets, security, administration, education, orientation, and a
science museum.
All common facilities are located together in close proximity

to

an

exciting

habitat

that

sets

the

introduction into a series of exotic environments.

stage

for
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AUDUBON ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN

New Orleans, Louisianna
The Louisianna

Swamp

Exhibit

is

a

unique

walk-

through exhibit will displaying the rich wildlife and cultural
history of the Louisianna Swamplands.

A drawback of most

zoos in the United States is their insufficient representation
of local wildlife.
Other pertinent case studies include:

The Frankfurt

Zoo, The Metro Toronto Zoo, The Bronx Zoological Garden,
The Topeka Zoological Park, and

The Toledo Zoo.
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SETTING AND CHARACTER
Columbia, the capitol city of South Carolina, is located
in the geographical center, between the forests and foothills
to the northwest, and agricultural lowlands and coastline to
the southeast .
Columbia is in Richland County on the east bank of
the Congaree R iv e r, in a moderately hilly region called the
Sand Hills .
Its location between the Appalachian Mountains and the

South Carolina

Atlantic Ocean causes Columbia's climate to be sensitive to
both influences.
and humid.

Winters are cool and mild and summers hot

Winter extremes occur when colder air flows

down from the

Piedmont Plateau through the

Broad and

•

Nield

Saluda river valleys.

Co.

Newb

Swruner's hot temperatures are due to

the inland remoteness from ocean breezes, and the stalling
effect that the mountains have on frontal systems moving
toward

Lexington Co.

the

These

coast.

temperatures

coupled

with

extremely high humidity caused by frequent rainfall between
March

Central Midlands

and

August

can

uncomfortable at times .

make

Columbian

summers

quite
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SETTLEMENT AND GROWTH

Prior to the eighteenth century the inland region of
South Carolina west of Charleston was unexplored by any
white
fall

settlers.
line

of

The wilderness which stretched from the
the

Carolinas

westward

was

abundant

in

resources that attracted German, Scottish, Irish, and Welsh
settlers. These included vast expanses of timber, rich and
fertile soils, bison,
wildlife.

At that

deer, and many other useful types of
time rivers were the

means of access

through new territory and they acted as roadways for the
early settlements.

The area which eventually became the

city of Columbia was adjacent to the junction of the Broad,
Congaree, and Saluda rivers, three waterways which combined to link the foothills to the Atlantic Ocean.
Because of the great distance from the military and
judicial forces in Charleston, farms and forts in the Colum-

•

·GOWMBIA

bia

region

were

vulnerable

to

attacks

from

unfriendly

Indians. The new settlers were under-represented in government and law enforcement calling for the need to relocate
the state capitol to the center of the state. This took place
in 1786 by act of the General Assembly in Charleston.

A
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Congaree River called Taylor's Hill, slightly upstream from

I I I I

I I I I I I I

setting was

~

purchased from Thomas Taylor in 1805.
Columbia was one of the earliest planned communities
in the country, being laid out in a two mile square grid
composed of four acre-blocks.

Two blocks were allocated

for the State House at the intersection of Assembly Street,
which

divided

the

square

north

to

south,

and

Gervias

---•- ---•-

Street,

which divided the square east to. west.

were 100-feet wide except for
Assembly and Sumter.

the two

Streets

central avenues,

The width of streets was established

to prevent the spread of fire and epidemics.
Columbia quickly became the political center of South
Carolina.

It was the location for many county offices, a

jail, a courthouse, and the seat of Richland County which
was formed in 1799.

The nation's first railroad extended

136 miles from Charleston to Hamburg, Georgia in 1830.

By

1842 Columbia was linked to this line and · consequently the
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lower state.
1860

had

Columbia soon became a railway hub and by

established

links

to

Greenville,

Spartanburg,

Charlotte, and Wilmington.
Because of its importance as a railway center for the
South, Columbia was the ideal location for the Confederate
Quartermaster, Paymaster, and Printing Bureau during the
Civil War.

Because it was the scene of the 1861 Secession-

ist Convention,

the

city became a

General William T. Sherman.

target

for the Union

In 1865 his army burned and

destroyed eighty - four out of one hundred twenty-four city
blocks including all public buildings .
As Columbia rebuilt in the late 1800's,

its abundant

supply of coal and swift moving rivers allowed it to capitalize on the use of electric power.

Industry especially took

advantage of this and textile mills were locate<;l there. Once

again

Columbia

became

industrial center.

established

as

an

economic

and

The need for transportaHon led to a

rebuilding of the railway system and Columbia became the
dominant center of railroad activity in the Southeast.
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENT
A great diversification of industry, state, county, and
other governmental jobs, agricultural and dry goods distribution

have

development

helped

to

in Columbia.

maintain

a

However,

steady
the

growth

typical

and

postwar

decline of central urban areas has also taken its toll on
Columbia both economically and socially.

Recently,

how-

ever, an increase in governmental needs facilities has led to
an increase in office buildings downtown. Two of these are
the Strom Thurmond Federal Building and Richland County
Judicial Center.

Buildings for major state financial institu-

tions and national corporations have also strengthened the
Central Business District.

CONGAREE VISTA
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THE RIVERS
When
area,

the

the

original

settlers

Saluda and Congaree

arrived

in

the

rivers were

transportation, communication, and trade.

Columbia

essential to

Due to the haz-

ard of the rocky shoals at the rivers' convergence, canals
were built which were important
growth of the new settlement.
1826

in the early

stages of

The Congaree canal built in

extended three miles along its east bank overcoming a

thirty .:. foot drop in elevation through five locks.

Thousands

of bales of cotton and other merchandise were transported
from the upcountry to Charleston through this canal.

In

the mid 19th century water wheels were constructed along
the bank to power lumber, grist, and powder mills.

The

world's first electrically operated textile mill was drawing
its power from the Columbia canal in 1894.
Other than the few mills that had been built within the
Congaree Vista,

the only other structures were the resi-

dences and a military college located on Arsenal Hill. The
only home in that area to survive Sherman's burning became
the Governor's Mansion in 1868.

Sydney Park, which was

located nearby, was Columbia's first public park, featuring
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outdoor

concerts

and

setting.

The area between Main Street and the Congaree

continued to flourish:

gatherings

within

a

landscaped

warehouses sprang up to meet the

increasing needs of the waterways and railroads;

hotels,

boarding houses, and marketplaces were built as a result of
the surge in economic activity.

This area played a major

role in the economic developement of Columbia in the latter
half of the nineteenth century.
At the turn of the century, the character of the area
began to decline.

The Seaboard Railroad turned Sydney

Park into a depot in 1899.

The state's Central Correctional

Institute

on the

River.

was constructed

In addition,

many more

bank

of the

Congaree

mills and railroad

tracks

closed off the residential neighborhoods from the amenities
of the river.

By mid century the quality of the area had

changed radically.

CURRENT ISSUES
With the resurgence of Main Street in the 1970 1s, the
public became aware of the land that extended down to the
river and its potential for revitalization.

"The

Congaree

Vista", as named by Mayor Kirkman Finlay, has been mast-
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erplanned for redevelopment by Robert Marvin and the initial stages of reshaping the Vista are already underway.
The "Open Space Master Plan" plans to capitalize on
the corridor concept of planning which will tie the diver gent elements of the Vista together .

The idea to form is a

logical continuation of the existing land uses while unifying
them with a series of landscaped spines.

The first project

and perhaps the key to revitalization is the Railroad Relocation Project .

Dozens of tracks have been removed from the

area and a new rail line is being constructed below street
level.

This new railway corridor will be heavily landscaped

and extend from north to south through the Vista.

This

will be paralleled by the historic Riverfront Park on the
banks of the Congaree.
The first of a series of corridors extending east to
west will be a
Park

to the

II

gateway" from Main Street through Sydney

Columbia Canal and

Arts/ Antiques/Retail

Corridor

will

Riverfront Park.
extend

down

Gervais

Street's historic district to the new State Museum.
Government Mall

is envisioned as a

The

The

park - like pedestrian

space extending from the State House down what is now

l
I
,I
I

•
1. S_t.ate . Museum
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Senate Street.

Finally, the University Corridor will form a

natural extension of the University into the Vista as well as
a

response to

the

increasing use

of

the University

by

industry and professionals.

RIVERFRONT PARK
The Riverfront Park was established a few years ago
along the Columbia Canal in an effort to draw the public
into one of Columbia's greatest recreational, aesthetical, and
historical amenities.

The entrance to the park is alongside

the old Columbia Waterworks which is currently the SCE&G
building. The planning concept is to link a series of historic

sites including

C. C. I.,

The

State Museum,

Saluda

Factory ruins, and the old mill villages in Granby with a
network of recreational trails.
the

banks of

crossing at

the

one or

Congaree,

These trails will run along
Broad,

two prominent

and Saluda

locations.

rivers,

This

park

would provide Columbians not only with a relief from the
hectic city,

but also a good understanding of Columbia's

history and development.

Proposals include historic muse-

ums, educational nature centers, easy-access parking areas,
and a link with

Columbia's major recreational and tourist
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attraction, the Riverbanks Zoo.

0
0
N
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THE BEGINNING
The Riverbanks

Zoo had its beginning in the 1960's

with the formation of the Columbia Zoological Society and
the subsequent aquisition of 130 acres of land from SCE &
G along the Saluda River. By 1970 a director was hired who
in turn worked with a local architectural firm to lay out the
zoo as it exists today. The proposed opening in 1975 was
delayed two years because of construction problems stirring
up considerable controversy with the public and the legislature.

With

initial

construction

and

annual

operations

running drastically over budget, the director lost confidence

of

his

firing in 1976.

supporters which

subsequently

led

to

his

Pahner Krantz, the new director, was faced

with completing the zoo and reinstating good relations with
zoo supporters.

He succeeded admirably at this task and

as a result of his efforts and that of his staff, the zoo has

recorded a list of important achievements :
It has become South Carolina's largest publicly supported attraction.

It is an important educational resource which is visited
by 5,000 children per year.
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It has a zoological society with 35,000 members.
It

has

become

a

leading

zoo

conservation

center.

Thirteen endangered species have been reproduced by
the zoo, entitling it to the highest conservation award
given by the American Association of Zoological Parks
and Aquariums in 1982 .
Parade Magazine noted it as being among America's top
ten zoos in 1984.
As a tourist attraction it has enriched Columbia to the
extent of $2 million a year which is spent in Columbia
by zoo visitors from outside the area.
MAJOR ACTIVITIES

Activities occuring at Riverbanks Zoo may be categorized as serving recreational, educational, or conservational
purposes.

Recreation
The most common activities for visitors are recreationally oriented; walking through a natural park seeting and
viewing exotic animals in their native habitats.

There are

approximately 185 species of animals from six continents and
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a few of the most popular attractions are the polar bears,
the Siamang apes, and the birds of the rainforest.

Visitors

also have the opportunity to purchase food and gifts.

Education
Riverbanks Zoo has made an effort to provide visitors
with educational

experiences at

different interest

levels.

Anyone who views the various animals will at least learn
something about their unique behavior,

and each exhibit

has an information board which provides a description.
addition,

In

the Riverbanks Educational Center provides pro-

grams for school children and adults, and an auditorium for
film viewing as well as a library.

Conservation
It is a priority of the zoo to provide the best possible
conditions for all species.

Every effort is taken to assure

a living environment that satisfies the behavioral needs of
each animal.
ured by

The success of a zoological garden is meas -

its ability to

allow endangered wild

animals

to

reproduce in captivity. This has been accomplished at Riverbanks

with

jeopardized

species

such

as

the

Siberian
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Tiger,

·/

Ringtail

Lemur,

Cottontopped

Tamarin,

Mandrill

Baboon, Nene Geese, and Rothschild's Mynah.

COMPONENTS AND INHABIT ANTS

Exhibits
1.

The bird island is the very first exhibit beyond

the entrance.

Fifteen flamingos and an assortment of ducks

and geese seem to provide immediate interest and activity
which is positive.

The surroundings of the island,

how-

ever, tend to make it appear insignificant and almost worth

-·
Siberian Tigers

:.a,··~

passing by.
2.

Siberian Tigers - Located to the left of the flamin-

gos is the first of a string of habitats realistically defined
by natural- looking rock.

Hidden dry moats allow a close

view of two Siberian Tigers.
3.

Lions - The next habitat is the home for a male

and two female African lions.
4.
rills,
the

The corner of this exhibit is the home for Mand -

baboons from central Africa.
lion's area

somewhat small.

from the

baboons,

A dry moat separates
which

appears to

be
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5.

This situation is repeated in the third habitat.

The corner inhabitants are Hamadryas, baboons from N. E.
Africa.
6.

Two South American maned wolves occupy a nicely

vegetated setting in the remainder of this area.
7.

Two lively Spectacled Bears climb a tree and play

in a waterfall in the fourth rock-like exhibit.
are also from South America.

The bears

The condition of all these

exhibits is excellent.
Ape Islands

8.

Ape Islands - Located directly south of the African

lions are two islands of rock.

It is perhaps the zoo's loud-

est and most active exhibit.

Six Siamang Apes climb up

and down barren trees and layered mounds of rock.

The

two islands are surrounded by a shallow pool of water and
each island
below.

contains a

heated living

area serviced

from

The quality of this exhibit is fantastic.

9.

Rainforest

-

The dominant

architectural element

located at the zoo's center is the birdhouse.

The exhibit

techniques of this facility have qualified it as one of the
best bird ecosystems in the United States.

Over five hun-

dred

rainforest

birds

are

contained

in

an

interior

and
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exterior

dwelling

units.

A

psychological

light

separates the rainforest birds from the public.
tion

occurs

in

this

round

relationship to the exterior.
is a

building

due

to

barrier

Disorientano

visual

At the center of the birdhouse

climate controlled penguin exhibit along with a

"misplaced" reptiles.

few

Due to rotting of the wooden struc-

ture, either future renovation or replacement is necessary.
10.
Polar Bears

Elephants and Hyrax - Directly east of the bird-

house is a large open habitat containing two African Bush
Elephants and two Cape Rock Hyrax.
in a

simulation of

These species coexist

their natural environment:

a

rocky,

sandy area with minimal vegetation and a watering hole.
The pool could become more of a visual element.
11.

The habitat for Arctic foxes and polar bears is a

visual continua- tion of the string of natural rock exhibits.

It is adjacent to the elephants on the main circulation walkway

providing

one

of the

most exciting

exhibits.

The

viewing room is a good idea but needs visual renovation.
12.
exhibiting
swan.

Next to the polar bears is the Waterfowl Island,
many

different

species of

ducks,

geese,

and
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13.

Five wallabies and three emu are located in a

small, open exhibit across from Waterfowl Island.
active

social group

of

Australian

wildlife is

A large,

represented

here.
14.
islands

Five California Sealions inhabit a pool with two
and

a

backdrop

of

rockwork.

The

continuous

movement and noises of these animals in a well designed
setting tends to attract large crowds of people.
15.
California Sealions

The eastern most units of the loop are defined by

the two small mammal buildings. Each of these contains a
linear series of glassed-in natural habitats for each of the

following animal groups: two Acouchi, South America; three
Hoffman's Sloths, South America; eight Lion-tailed Macague,
Southwest
Guinea;

India;
three

two

Matsechie's

Clouded

Tree

Leopards,

Kangaroos,

South . Africa;

New
three

Ruffed Lemur, East Madagascar; Fox Squirrel, North America; three White-faced Saki, Northeast South America; three
Dusky Titi Monkeys,
Sahara;

two

Suni,

South America;
Southeast Africa;

two Serval,
four

Blade

African
Hunter

Monkeys, Central South America; one Cotton Top Tamarin,
South America;

two Geoffrey's Cats,

South America;

four
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Golden

Lion

Tamarins,

souhteast

South

America;

River

Otter, North America; two White-Cheeked Gibbons, Vietnam;
one Debrazza's Monkey, Africa; and two Mount Kenya Colobus Monkeys,

Africa.

The temporary covering

for these

exhibits needs to be replaced with a permanent structure.
16.

A

zoogeographic

exhibit,

South

America,

is

located immediately beyond the last small mammal exhibit.
Two open regions contain selections of species as they coexist in the wild.

A Guanaco Vicuna, Baird's Tapir and two

ostriches share the first region.

The inhabitants of the

other habitat include a Baird's Tapir, two Capybaras, and

...,.
·..:.... ...,.,.. .
r -~ . . . . ..,._
.

two Red Brocket Deer. Although the exhibit is well done,

,.

there are no indications that the setting is specialized to
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17.

Next to South America is the large,

looking African Hippopotamus .

humorous-

He spends much of his time

swimming in a large pool at the center of his sandy habitat.
The image

of the

barn at the

rear is

unappealing and

doesn't seem representative of the habitat .
18 .

Africa - Three open regions display animals rep-

resentative of the African Plains .

Three Southern White
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Rhines,

three Giraffes,

and two Ostriches are separated

from viewers by a large sloping moat.

The holding building

distracts and is not suitable backdrop for a natural habitat.
The next region contains seven Gomsbok Gazelle and six
Dama Gazelle.
satisfy the

These habitats provide plenty of room to

behavioral requirements

of the

animals.

Six

Greater Kudus and two Grant's Gazelles occupy the remaining region.

Public Facilities
19.

Entrance and Tickets - A large gate with Japa-

nese imagery directs visitors toward a small booth where
tickets are purchased.

Visitors pass through turnstiles and

move toward a large open area with a very small information
sign.

At this point visitors have not been psychologically,

visually, or mentally prepared for a walk through experience in an exotic environment.

A number of poor visual

images characterize this space.

20.

A

entrance/exit
obtained.

small
so

gift

that

shop

maximum

is

located

exposure

The building itself is very small.

close
to

to

visitors

the
is
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21.

Across

the

open

area

from

the

gift

shop

is

the

educational center, location for library research, auditorium
film presentations,

and other school associated activities.

The size of this fairly new building makes it visually dominant upon entry.
22.
drinks.

Two

This type of entry is questionable.
very

small

buildings

provide

food

and

The snack bar is located next to the Ape Island

and the restaurant is at the east end between the two small
mammal facilities.

The overall image and atmosphere of the

restaurant and its eating area is not appealing.
23.

Two restroom buildings are both located in close

proximity to the elephant exhibit.

Again the architectural

image is unappealing and seems to clutter the environment

which, in and of itself, should be zoological.

Support Facilities
24.

Administrative, hospital, and maintenance facilities

are located adjacent to the entrance walkway .

They func-

tion as the center of support activities for the zoo.

The

space available is currently inadequate for these activities
and the administration seems too far removed from the zoo
itself.

However,

the hospital and subsequent quarantine/
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recovery areas should probably be located in an area away
from major public circulation.

This is also an unappropriate

image for the entrance area.
25.

Holding areas - These are the spaces located in

each exhibit area for animals to eat, sleep, and escape from
the public eye.

Depending on the exhibit, this generally

occurs either in the small buildings or within the artificial
rocks.
26.

A pair of service sheds are located at the extreme

eastern end of the zoo; removed from public exposure.

l

-

\\
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Riverbanks Zoo is located slightly west of Columbia in Richland County on a wooded peninsula that is cradled by the
Saluda River.

It is bounded on the north by a commercial

district and Interstate 126.

The zoo property encompasses

approximately

which

developed.

130 acres

of

25 acres

is

currently

There is an additional 53 acres located across

the River in Lexington County that is currently not connected to the principal land area.
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Columbia experiences a subtropical climate that is hot
and humid in the summer.

However,

the zoo site has a

microcllmate that is cooler because of damp,
along with limited breezes from the river.

shady areas

The site has a

plateau that extends from to west on the northern most

area.

From this the land gently drops approximately 25-30

feet to the water's edge.
The water moves slowly around the peninsula with rapids located both to the east and west.

The river front is

exceptionally beautiful with large oak trees filled with Spanish moss bordering its edge.

Vegetation is thick except in

the zoo proper on the plateau of the site where vegetation
is integrated into the exhibit layouts to create a parklike
atmosphere.

A flood plain extends approximately 15-18 feet

up from the river's edge.

SPATIAL AND VISUAL QUALITIES
Setting the zoo into a

heavily wooded site not only

makes it appear much larger but also creates interesting
spatial and visual effects.

Vistas are contained by vegeta-

tion and exhibits, creating a sense of a new environment.
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Parts of some exhibits can be seen in the distance raising
levels of curiosity and interest.

However this visual and

spatial containment is lost in places. This is the case in the
central area between the spectacled bears and polar bears,
the water fowl exhibit area,

and the area surrounded by

the small mammals exhibits.

The birdhouse, which is the

visual focus of the entire complex provides some degree of
visual orientation.

It is easily spotted upon arrival into the

parking lot, whereas the entrance itself is hard to see.
The visual introduction to the zoo is very bad as a result
of exposed service areas and an unattractive entrance gate.

MOVEMENT SYSTEMS
There are currently four movement systems within the
zoo site:
1. The vehicular entry from I-126 and Graystone Bou-

levard to the North;
2.

The

which

Columbia- Newberry- Laurens
mark

the

northern

limits

Railroad
of

the

tracks

site

and

extended into the city;
3.

Boat

traffic from Lake

River to the Congaree;

Murray down

the

Saluda
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4.

Limited

pedestrian traffic in

the form

of hikers

along the riverfront. The sequence of public movement
begins when visitors park in the area to the west of
the entry closest to the public gate.
in

a

section

to

the

east

closest

Employees park
to

the

service

entrance.
The heirarchy of systems within the zoo is very efficient. Service routes

are removed to the exterior, freeing

up interior land area for development and pedestrian movement.

The majority of visitors move pass the flamingos

toward the tiger exhibit continuing in a clockwise loop back
to the same point of departure.

Visitors are diverted to

gather around the ape island and birdhouse, as well as
within the rain forest, only to continue onto the major path
of movement. Other exhibits that collect sizeable numbers of
people include the polar bears, sea lions, points within the
small manunals

exhibits,

and

other

exhibits

interest depending upon levels of activity.

of

personal

Another path

loops off of the major walkway to the African exhibits. Very
little movement occurs on the southern leg of the major loop
between the birdhouse and the flamingos.
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: 5. Flamingos
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Birds & Reptiles
Elephants

19. Africa
20. Africa

9. Polar Bears
10. Waterfowl
11 Australia

12

Sea Lions
13. Small Mammals
14. Small Mammals

15. ' South America
16.' South America
17. Hippop~tamus
18. Africa ·

21.
22.
23.
24.

Admin .. Hospital. Gifts
Education
Snacks
Restaurant
•l5. Service
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THEME AND ORGANIZATION
Riverbanks Zoo is very similar to the modern European
zoos that occupy relatively small land areas, make an effort
to create quality natural habitats, and use the "popular"
theme

of organization.

This

concept involves

animals that the public is most attracted to.

exhibiting

Riverbanks is

actually a combination of approaches - popular and zoogeographic

themes

are

both

employed.

predominantly a "popular" zoo.

However,

it

is

The advantage here is flex-

ibllty.
Another technique used in the zoo is that of "mixing
and scattering. "

The more popular types of animals such

as monkeys or cats are not all grouped together in a "Systematic" manner, but are dispersed throughout the zoo in
smaller

social

groups.

This

approach

creates

multiple

points of high interest throughout the zoo.

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
Modern methods of exhibit design used in the Riverbanks Zoo achieve the illusion of observing the animal in its
natural environment.

The exhibits respond to the biological

needs of the animals and provide the viewer with a good
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quality presentation.

The high priority given to animals is

clearly seen in the zoo's efforts to achieve active

social

groups,

actual

and "natural"

mixtures

of

species.

The

number of species has been limited relative to the zoo size
to achieve the desired quality.
Some of the greater points of interest within the zoo
are as follows:
1. Four exhibits of popular predators which provide a
good feeling of rhythm and visual containment.
2. The birdhouse is the dominant facility and is one of
the best bird ecosystems in the country in terms of
exhibit methods.
3. The Siamang Ape Island is very popular because of
the noise and visual activity that it generates.
4. The polar Bear and Sea Lion exhibits are very popular

because

each

features

exciting

animals

and

settings.
5.

The small mammals display exhibits a mixture of

various species within their territorial enviroments.
6.

The setting

of the popular animals

attractive as are the animals.

of Africa is

Spectacled bears - one of the first four exhibits of popular predators.
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There are a

number of problems associated with the

layout of the Riverbanks Zoo .

These may be summarized

into five general areas:
1. A weak and poorly placed entry area which does
not properly introduce or orient visitors to the zoo.
2. An overall exhibit arrangement which lacks a sense
of order and understandable relationships.
3. A lack of containment to parts of the exhibit area
that creates conflicting visual juxtapositions.
4. A weakness of activity in certain areas of the zoo
and especially in its southwest region.
5. A lack of visitor protection from inclement weather
as well as activities and exhibits geared .to the winter
months.
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In addition to these general areas there are certain
specific problems which need to be alleviated.
1. The babboon exhibits need more space and promi-

nence.
2. The birdhouse has structural problems due to wood
rot and must be renovated or replaced :
3. The waterfowl exhibit is inappropriately located.
4. The small manunal exhibit needs a permanent structure.
5. The administration, support, and restaurant facilities are inadequate.
6 . .There is no large isolation area to be used for
breeding purposes.
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e birdhouse, seen here through the trees, is the visual focal point for the entire zoo.
will have to be renovated . or removed.

Due to structural problems
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OBJECTIVES
Based on previously stated needs, the following objectives

have

been

established

for

the

expansion

and

improvement of the zoo.
1.

Develop

a

visually

attractive

and

functionally

responsive entry that will serve as a good introduction
to the new environment of the zoo .
2. Strengthen the existing popular theme of the zoo to
give greater continuity and order and expand the zoogeographic areas to include other continents and state
exhibits.
3. Establish a physical order with clear movement systems,

collection points,

and the use of architectural

elements to establish orientational landmarks.
4.

Emphasize

the

sense

of containment within

new

environments in order to reinforce the visual perception of the exhibits.
5. Develop means of allowing visitors to participate in
conservation efforts conducted by the zoo .

I

I
I
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ELEMENTS
Potential Exhibits
At this point an accumulation of all potential exhibits
is needed to fill in the pieces of the master plan.

Proposed

exhibits

reptiles,

in

order

aquatic animals,
animals,

cougars,

of

visitor

zebras,
black

preference

panda bears,
panthers,

are:

jaguars,

and

nocturnal

children's

Additional needs according to the director include :
las,

orangutans,

South Carolina

Wildlife,

zoo.
goril -

South American

Rainforest, Asian habitats, visitors' services, hospital, and
animal

breeding area.

All other

potential exhibits

were

determined from zoological gardens around the world.

Support Facilities
Administrative - This is the network of operations of
the director, staff, animal keepers, and service personnel.
Activity areas include library,

of fices,

auditorium, and medical/biological labs.

conference rooms,
As the centralized

"hub of the zoo", the administrative activities should be
adjacent to the main entrance. This provides a key point of
orientation for both personnel and zoo visitors.
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Maintenance and Service - Essentially this is the life
system of a zoo.

The actual requirements require compre-

hensive study for proper integration into the total complex.
Specific operations include food commissary, and hospital/
quarantines,

buildings

and

grounds.

Provide

areas

for

shops, machinery, and storage.
It is important not to upset the animal's normal biological

behavior.

Noise

and

vibrations

from

unbiological" machines should be screened.

"extremely

Although the

service system is usually concealed from public view,

if

properly displayed the public could observe the zoo's internal system.
Food Commissary encompasses the receiving,

storage,

and presentation of food for the entire zoo. Large amounts
of space are

required to store bulk

quantities of food.

Areas are needed for loading and receiving,
and

butchering,

clean-up,

and

incinerating.

slaughtering
A

kitchen

with various types of equipment is needed for proper preparation of the many varieties of food.

The food comissary

can

out

be

centrally

located

departmental facilities.

or

spread

among

several

The most efficient approach is to
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have a central receiving and storage facility with smaller
buildings for actual preparation. Display of this

complex

operation is another opportunity to increase public involvement and educational participation.
Hospital and Quarantine should be isolated from public
spaces and exhibits.

Essential needs regarding treatment

of the sick and injured include veterinary offices,
areas,

technical labs with x-ray,

dark

observation cages and animal runs,
mortem rooms.
conducted
animal

to

areas

room,

pharmacy,

nursuries,

and post-

Through scientific research and
assure
for

proper

receiving

treatment
and

work

study is

methods.

transporting

Reserve

should

be

included.

Public Support Facilities
The education value of any zoo depends initially upon
the quality and imagination of exhibits.
erable

potential to

learn through

There is a consid -

self

guided

sequential

tours and interpretative exhibits, accompanied by a clear
system of directional and instructional information displays.
Educational libraries, lectures, and presentations also help
to provide

more inquisitive

visitors.

Integrated

into the

~4
total zoo design are public areas for waiting and relaxing,
public

restrooms,

concessions,

emergency

miscellaneous recreational activities.

facilities,

and
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Issues
There are many complex design issues which must be
addressed when dealing

with

animals

and people.

Four

areas of particular importance are buildings, holdini areas,
exhibits,

and

interpretative

systems.

Animal

buildings

should meet the biological requirements of the inhabitants
and make reference to the characteristics of the various
types of territory.

Animals should not be exhibited in a

setting unrelated to its origins.

Holding facilities within

open habitat exhibits should contribute to the environment
and not be distracting.

Exhibit design must result from

thorough research into the nature of animals and their habitats.

This

should

be

coupled

with

bold,

imaginative

architecture .
Interpretative
understanding

of

systems
ecological

should

increase

relationships.

the
They

publics'
should

include a broad range of information, not just sterile facts.
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Guidelines
Following are guidelines which should be employed in the
design of zoo exhibits.
Don't allow the viewers to look down on the animals as
this is stressful to the animals. Animals should be viewed at
or above eye level.
Do not surround animals with viewers.

Small screened

viewing areas are preferred to large open ones.
Do

not

restrict

animal

to

close

proximity

viewing.

Provide proper flight distances for animals to escape stressful situations.

Also, provide areas of privacy for animals

to escape constant viewing. Some species will not mate without privacy.

Provide a large area removed from the public

areas of the actual zoo for animals to recuperate from injuries or illness and to breed.
Provide appropriate

features of the

animals' natural

habitat but do not over dramatize the setting.
Eliminate

animal

barriers

from view

and

impression that the habitat is free and open.
its with multiple viewpoints.

create

the

Design exhib-

If an exhibit can't be seen all

at once it is hard to perceive that it is enclosed. ·
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Overlooks should be disguised from other overlooks to
avoid cross viewing. Humans can distract other humans.
Immerse the viewer into the animal's landscape prior to
seeing the exhibit. "Human" settings in contrast to the animal's natural habitat create perceptual barriers.
Create a hierarchy of

circulation and place viewing

areas to the side of the major circulation paths to leave
them open for visitor flow.
Remove service circulation either to the perimeter or
place underground.
Combine only compatible animals

that will accurately

represent inter- relationships that exist in the wild. A void
placing animals from different habitats into the same setting.
Relate adjacent exhibits into habitat "complexes" and
form transitional areas between exhibits of similar habitat
zones. Do not exhibit animals from obviously different habitats adjacent to one another unless there is some conceptual
logic.

10 l'

DESIGN DETAILS
Exhibit Location
When determining exhibit location, it is important that
the conceptual theme and order be reinforced; that service
routes should be efficient, and that the exhibit should benefit from existing climatic conditions and natural elements.

Confinement Types and Security Systems
"As a rule, we are liable to underestimate the physical
capabilities of wild animals in respect of surmm,mting obstacles. 111

Occasional

behavior can

outbursts

obviosly lead to

of

irrational

and

harm of man

abnormal

and animal.

Escape and flight reactions are often triggered by abnormal
stress brought on by man made surroundings,

antagonism

towards other species, or bad biological conditions. Therefore,

it

is

enclosures.
zones

important

to · provide

escape-free,

secure

Using a "double security" system with safety

so that any animal that escapes is not completely

free.
Barriers can be categorized as major, minor, and dividers.

"Major

Barriers"

include

large

moats

and

other

102

systems for large predators and clever animals.

•.

1.

0

moats are impractical.

.

Fencing

and/or

glass

partitions

are

used

when

I

1

This can be the case where

large areas are involved or the exhibit is an indoor
one.
2. Accessible and inaccessible moats are used for large
predators and can be dry or wet.

Accessible moats

permit easier retrieval of fallen animals but they have
the disadvantage of providing an opportunity for the
2

animal to hide from view .
3.

Islands surrounded by water are effective for the

containment of clever animals like monkeys.
3

"Minor Barriers" consist of smaller moats used for hoofed
animals and small manunals.

t!t..t l

-~
I

1. A simple raised platform with stressed cables can be
used indoors for hoofed animals - without a running
start the cables are too high to vault.
2. A simple moat works for some animals that won't
step over a

dropped edge, especially if it is water

filled. This applies to giraffes.
2

Heavy animals such as

the rhinocerous and hippopotamus can not jump very
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well so small moats serve as effective restraints.
3. The Ruhe Moat operates on the principle that most
hoofed animals will not leap over an obstacle if they
1

cannot see where they will land.
4.

Sloped moats, pools, and paddocks will not allow

the animal a running start to jump over the retaining
wall at the enclosure edge.
2

"Dividers" are used in special situations to separate
animals from people or other animals.

:11 •B

1. The Keeper's Walle gives the keeper access into the

exhibits and also creates a wider seperation between
1

horned animals that fight through fences.
2. Enclosed wallcways can bring people c'ioser to. large
animals and at the same time seperate them from the
large predators.

2
J

,.

10,ao

J

'r

3. Ha-Ha Fences are small fences hidden from view,
located in the valley created when two paddocks are
sloped

back-to-back.

Animals

can

not

jump

these

fences while running down hill.
4. Psychological Barriers and Territorial Dividers can
be formed by trees, shrubs, raised islands, etc. This

10 .:1

technique is used to make successful mixed groupings
within one exhibit. Animals tend to avoid . animals that
they do not get along with,

so an implied barrier is

often enough to define territories.
4

Materials

Selection of materials should be based on wearability,
permanence, and non toxicity.
ated

using

both

natural

Realistic settings can be cre-

materials

such

as

water

and

vegetation, and man made materials including mural backdrops .
settings.

Various methods are available for creating simulated
These include shotcrete, fiberglass,

glass reinforced

concrete along with

and fiber-

highly sophisticated

stains and texturing techniques.

Conclusions
"Zoological design is an ever increasing facet of the
arichitectural field and is making an impact on the aesthetic
perception of the conununity. 112 That is why it is so important to keep abreast of all current methods and to properly
integrate each aspect . The entire zoo functions as a cohesive, living museum where people move from environment to

105

environment.

Design teams should explore bold concepts

and comprehensive solutions which have a biological sense
of proportions. "It is important that zoos take a leadership
role and establish the imperative need for quality design in
order to propagate the world's wildlife . n

3

Jd example of blending human and animal architecture into a quality setting.

dy model illustrates basic conceptual relationships.
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THE CONCEPT

Zones
The expanded Riverbanks Zoo will require a logically
ordered framework to provide understandable relationships
between

zoo activities.

The proposed

layout

consists

of

three distinct zones.
1. Popular - A clearly perceived network of the most
popular animal exhibits.
2.

Zoogeographic

-

Large

open

regional

exhibits

extending from the popular zone to the river.
3.

Public -

Major public activities arranged along a

central spine intersecting with pedestrian walkways.
The layout of exhibits in the zoo will be such as to create a
sequential experience between related elements highlighted
by points of climax in order to stimulate viewer interest.

1109

Movement Systems

Pedestrian
An elevated entry walkway g ives visitors a panoramic
view of the central exhibit area.

The walkway continues

through an amphitheater toward the zoogeographic exhibits.
The major pedestrian circulation elements are the popular
loop and the zoogeographic walkway. Secondary paths allow
movement through the regional exhibits.
A recreational trail will wrap around the zoo perimeter
and link to the Congaree Vista.
Vehicular
Public vehicular access is off Interstate 126.

Visitor

cars are parked in a linear parking area paralleling the
highway. Service roads within the zoo are generally on the
periphery of the zoo. Emergency vehicles are able to move
on pedestrian pathways.
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Architectural
Spatial
A major activity node in the form of an amphitheater
and restaurant establishes a focus for the zoo. This is complemented by three major landmarks consisting of two large
habitats at each end of the popular loop.

The tropical

aquarium is a directional element, which makes a transition
from the popular exhibits to the zoogeographic region .
Image
A clear heirarchy of architecture, as related to humans
and animals, has been established. The strong formal image
of the elements related to public activities contrast sharply
with the natural settings created for the animals.
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THE COMPONENTS

Popular Zoo
A double-sided path running from east to west loops
through the popular exhibits.
several existing exhibits.

This path is an extension of

Animals to be added would be a

number of cats including pumas, leopards, black panthers,
cougars, and jaguars.

Natural habitats for babboons and

panda bears will be installed. The waterfowl islands will be
replaced by a flamingo exhibit; and, two exhibits will be
expanded: siamang apes and sea lions.
A further expansion will contain reptile caverns, oran gutans,

seals,

great

apes,

llamas,

a

new

exhibit

for

wallabies and kangaroos, and a tropical reef aquarium.
At opposite ends of the popular loop will be a bird
aviary and a South American jungle pavilion.

Snacks and

restrooms will be adjacent to each of these facilities .
itors

will move

exhibits.

from

these

areas

to

the

Vis-

zoogeographic

11'2

Zoogeographic Zoo
Four zoogeographic areas will occur between the popular exhibits and the riverfront of the zoo property.
of

these

regional

exhibits

will

display · the

biomes

Each
and

indigenous wildlife of the following regions:
1. South and North America.
2. The African Steppe, Bush, Savannah, and Plains.

-3.

The

South

Carolina

Mountains,

Piedmont,

and

Coastal Plain.
4. The Eurasian Highlands, Forest, and Swamps.
5.

Adjacent to the western most region will be the

Children's Zoo. It's exhibits will contain representative
wildlife examples from every continent.
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The Public Core
A central movement activity spine extends from the
entry toward the riverfront.

Included along this spine are

the admission area, amphitheater, and a meeting area contained within the tropical aquarium.

A restaurant is located

below the amphitheater. Stairs and ramps connect the spine
to the main level of the zoo.
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PHASING

Phase One
The entrance pavilion and amphitheater should be built
initially to establish a strong entry and orientation point.
Parts of the popular and zoogeographic regions would be
added

periodically

based on

the

animals

that

are

most

endangered and most requested.

Phase Two
Construction of the bird aviary and the jungle pavilion
would strengthen the visual framework
existing birdhouse

of the

and small mammal buildings

phased out by these two new f acillties .

zoo.

The

would be

Popular and zoo-

geographic exhibits would continue to be added.

Phase Three
The tropical aquarium would be the final . major building
to be constructed. At this time it is expected that all exhibits would be in place.

BUILDING PROGRAM
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ENTRANCE PAVILION
Activity Description
Entrance Area
A ramped walkway leading from the parking area would
penetrate a "rock" wall and pass by an area for ticket purchasing and information.
Three levels of administrative offices and a two level
gift shop would be set into the wall.

A visitor exit way

would be directly below the entry way.
Amphitheater Complex
The amphitheater would be the hub of all visitor activity. The entrance level walkway would provide a panoramic
view as it wraps around the amphitheater.

Group orienta-

tion and educational discussions would take place in this
facility.

An International Gallery of Foods would be located

beneath the seating area.

It would serve food representa-

tive of Eurasia, Africa, South America, and North America .
Light would

filter between the

rocks,

providing

pleasant space protected from the rain and hot sun.
rooms would be located in this area.

a

very
Rest-
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Space Requirements
Tickets and Information ...... •. .. . ....... . .... . . 500 sq. ft.
Gift Shop .. . . ................. . ................ 6800 sq. ft.
Administrative Offices. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10000 sq. ft.
Amphitheater Seating ( 1100 people) .... . ........ 9950 sq. ft .
Restaurant Services ................. . ......... i4450 sq. ft.
Restrooms ...................................... 1408 sq. ft.
Eating Area .................... . ............... 6600 sq. ft .
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TROPICAL REEF AQUARIUM

Activity Description
The concept of the aquarium would be one of a storyline:

that is, movement through the exhibits would tell a

story

with

differing

levels

of interest

and

explanation.

This gallery would also be used as a public space for civic
activities.
Public Spaces
Visitors would pass through the ticketing area into a

gathering space where they would begin to view the following exhibits as they ramped down through the building.
1.

Tropical Ecosystem Exhibits - A

tropical habitat

which describes this unique marine enviornment.
2. Coral Reef Tank - Many species of colorful fish and
plant life surrounding a live reef would be viewed from
ramps around the tank.

The thirty foot high sunlit tank

would serve as a lightwell for surrounding spaces.
3. Deepwater Exotic Exhibits - Located at the end of
the ramping experience, these tanks would display exotic
sharks, eels, and other animals located in the mysterious
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ocean depths.
4. Walk Through Exhibit - The climax of the aquarium
storyline would consist of walking through the coral reef
providing an exciting and realisitic understanding of the
complex underwater enviornment.
5. South Carolina Gulf stream - This exhibit would provide

a

transition

from

the

tropical oceans

deepwater aquatic environments.

to

our

own

The Gulf stream is a warm

stream of water in the Atlantic that contains a rich supply
of marine fauna.
6. South Carolina Shoreline - The final exhibit would
consist of a natural habitat designed to display the birds,
animals, and fish of the shoreline areas.

This marine envi-

ronment marks the end of the oceans and a transition to
freshwater environments.

The storyline would then con-

tinue into the outdoor South Carolina region.

Private Spaces
1. Holding - The support areas of the aquarium would
be those that directly contribute to the operation of the
exhibits and administrative areas .

This contains tanks for

rotation of species, work ureas, food p r eparation areas, and
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filtration equipment areas.

Work spaces for staff biologists

and aquarists would also be provided.
2. Water Treatment - The lifeline system of the aquarium would be located on the lower level adjacent to the
holding space.

Treatment consists of production, tempera-

ture regulation, and purification of salt water.
3.

Mechanical -

The

aquarium requires heating and

cooling equipment to provide constant temperatures for the
various exhibits.
4. Administrative - Staff offices,
trol area

storage, and a con-

would be located on the entrance level.

The

maintenance staff would need storage space as well as a
workshop.
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Space Requirements
Introductory Gallery and Meeting ............... 3500 sq. ft.
Holding and Support ............................. 660 sq. ft.
Tropical Ecosystem Exhibits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1300 sq. ft.
Holding and Support ............................ 3940 sq. ft.
Coral Reef Tank ............................... 47000 cu. ft.
Deepwater Exotic Exhibits ...................... 1300 sq. ft.
Holding and Support. ........................... 5130 sq. ft.
South Carolina Gulf Stream ..................... 1300 sq. ft.
Holding and Sup port ............................ 5130 sq. ft.
South Carolina Shorelines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1500 sq. ft.
Administrative ................... . ..........·... 1736 sq. ft.

1
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SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

Activity Description
This zoogeographic region would be designed to represent

the

plants,

animals,

and

Carolina's three major biomes.

aquatic animals

of

South

Moving water serves as the

unifying element throughout the walking experience which
would pass through the following regions:
1. Mountains - A path would lead through a typical
Blue Ridge Mountain setting with views of black bear and
bobcat in their respective natural habitats.
2. Piedmont - Trees and fields of the piedmont would
surround a small lake,
white tall
mink.

deer,

providing the natural setting for

wild turkeys,

oppossum,

muskrats,

and

After viewing the top of the lake, visitors could

enter a small aquarium to view the lake and see typical fish
and animals, including a group of beaver .
3. Coastal Plain - The Lowland swamp would consist of
a walk - through aviary displaying different species of waterfowl, snakes , alligators, and other indigenous animals.

An

aquarium would display typical swamp fish and provide an
underwater view into a Carolina Bay containing otters and

12-4

fish unique to that habitat.
The final exhibit would be a walk-through aviary of
the marsh estuary ecosystem.

Racoons, osprey, and eagles

would highlight this environment.

An overlook

into the

Saluda River would mark the end of the South Carolina
exhibit and the termination of the central spine.
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